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Abstract
The quality management system (QMS), as an intricate of interacting elements, is a 
­fundamental­property­of­higher­education­and­is­fluid­and­very­complex­in­nature.­With­
this­ in­mind,­ this­ chapter­ explores­ the­ symbiotic­ relationship­ between­ the­ notions­ of­
QMS­and­open­and­distance­learning­(ODL).­Our­thesis­is­that­the­notion­of­QMS­is­not­
value-free.­Yet,­it­is­a­fundamental­pillar­of­higher­education­institutions­and­commercial­
organizations.­Among­other­ things,­ it­ shall­be­argued­ that­ (1)­ constructs­of­Being and 
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1. Introduction






Notwithstanding­ its­exploratory­nature,­ the­chapter­contributes­ to­ the­on-going­debate­on­
knowledge­and­quality­ in­higher­education.­Hence,­the­authors­attempt­to­defend­the­view­
that the notion of QMS is not value-free and that it is a fundamental pillar of higher education 
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a­carrier­of­dominant­class­ ideology.­This­ reflection­ is­against­ the­backdrop­of­Althusser’s­
Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses.­The­fourth­section­presents­QMS­as­a­key­pillar­in­
the­higher­education­industry.­The­fifth­section­proposes­a­(re)thinking­of­QMS­through­the­
Heideggerian lens of temporality.­Finally,­the­conclusion­gives­a­brief­summary­and­the­con-
cluding­remarks.





fitness for purpose, value for money and transformation [3].­Notwithstanding­the­fact­that­quality 
remains­an­elusive­and­contested­concept,­in­recent­years,­“there­have­been­increased­efforts­
to­bring­total­quality­management­(TQM)­to­academia­and­make­academics­more­accountable­
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for­the­quality­of­their­product”­[4].­Most­importantly,­TQM­has­become­a­critical­component­
of­higher­education­reforms;­and­plays­a­vital­role­in­improving­the­performance­of­higher­



























Applying Deming’s philosophy and principles to the instructional process in higher education, Jane 
Andrews­[8]­notes,­“there­are­several­major­reasons­why­higher­education­institutions­should­










plex,­ diverse­ and­ serves­many­ purposes­ (including­ improving­ processes;­ reducing­waste,­
lowering­costs;­facilitating­and­identifying­training­opportunities;­engaging­staff).




of­ an­ educational­ institution.­ In­ recent­ years,­ higher­ education­ institutions­ have­ begun­ to­
follow­William­Edwards­Deming’s­management­ philosophy.­Although­Deming­ originally­
applied­his­philosophy­and­principles­ to­ Japanese­businesses­ after­World­War­ II,­ it­ could­
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13. Institute­a­vigorous­program­of­education­and­self-improvement­for­everyone
14. Put­everybody­in­the­company­to­work­accomplishing­the­transformation











3. Heidegger views on Being and Becoming
German­philosopher­Martin­Heidegger­(1998–1976)­was­mainly­interested­in­an­ontology­or­
the study of being.­In­his­magnum­opus,­Being and Time, he outlines the notion of being (Sein) 
by­means­of­phenomenological­analysis­of­human­existence­(Dasein)­with­respect­to­its­tem-
poral­and­historical­character.­He­postulates­that­“its­temporal­character­is­derived­from­the­




the-world, it is the there”.­He­emphasizes­that­the­“expression­‘thrownness’­is­meant­to­suggest­
the­facticity­of­its­being­delivered­over.”
Perhaps, it is necessary to mention that Being and Becoming­are­both­philosophical­problems­
and­policy­imperatives­in­QMS.­Heidegger­[1]­confirms­that­“Being and becoming” is neither 
simple­nor­static­process—it­is­both­an­ontological­and­ontical­inquiry­and­inquiry­into­Being”.­
He suggests that Being­is­“made­visible­in­its­temporal character in the sense that time is part 
of­the­identity­and­character­of­things”.­For­Heidegger,­temporality­dependents­on­existential­
spatiality,­and­not­the­other­way­round.­Hence,­Heidegger­calls­the­being­or­‘essence’­of­Dasein 
‘existence’.­Heidegger’­works,­Introduction to Metaphysics [11], The Essence of Reasons [12] and 
Being and Time [1]­are­relevant­in­discussing­QMS­in­this­chapter.­For­Heidegger­“Being goes 
beyond­particular­things,­it­is­rather­the­ground­of­all­beings­and­the­source­from­which­all­
beings­derive­ their­being”.­ In­his­book,­ Introduction to Metaphysics, Heidegger [11]­asks­ the­
question Why are there beings at all, instead of Nothing?­He­maintains,­“the­human­being­is­not­
the lord of Beings,­but­the­shepherd­of­Being”­[1].­Central­to­Heidegger’s­[1, 11, 12] thought is 
the assumption that the understanding of Being is itself a determination of the Being of Dasein.
For­Heidegger­[1],­“…Dasein­itself­–­and­this­means­also­Being-in-the-world­–­gets­its­onto-
logical­understanding­of­itself­in­the­first­instance­from­those­entities­which­in­itself­is­not­
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but­which­ it­ encounters­ 'within'­ its­world,­ and­ from­ the­Being­which­ they­possess”.­He­
theorized, “being the­rational­animal,­man­must­be­capable­of­thinking­if­he­really­wants­
to”.­ Still,­ he­ argues,­ “it­may­be­ that­man­wants­ to­ think,­ but­ cannot”­ [1].­Heidegger­ [1] 
declares­that:
“What is meant by “Being-in”? Our proximal reaction is to round out this expression to “Being-in” ‘in 
the world”, and we are inclined to understand this Being-in as ‘Being in something’ ….as the water is 
‘in’ the glass, or the garment is ‘in’ the cupboard. By this ‘in’ we mean the relationship of Being which 
two entities extended ‘in’ space have to each other with regard to their location in that space…Being 
present-at-hand-along-with in the sense of a definite location-relationship with something else which 
has the same kind of Being, are ontological characteristics which we call ‘categorical.’
Informed­by­Heidegger’s­[1]­work,­the­notions­of­QMS­and­temporality­(Zeitlichkeit)­have­a­
symbiotic­relationship.­Closer­to­present­time,­QMS­fits­to­be­seen­as­the­question­of­tempo-
rality­–­ it­ carries­ the­substance­and­attributes­of­existence, thrownness, and fallenness.­While­
the­notion­of­temporality­is­first­hinted­at­in­Aristotle’s­Physics,­Heidegger­[1] maintains the 
Dasein’s­being­is­founded­on­temporality­and­Temporality.­As­Heidegger­writes,­“the­term­
Temporality­does­not­wholly­coincide­with­the­term­temporality­[Zeitlichkeit],­despite­the­fact­













Heidegger’s notion of Being and Becoming is hidden ontical and ontological dimensions of 
QMS.­In­the­next­section,­QMS­is­discussed­within­the­context­of­dominant­class­ideology.
4. QMS as a carrier of dominant class ideology
The­history­of­QMS­can­be­traced­back­to­the­1920s.­It­is­rooted­in­Frederick­Winslow­Taylor’s­
(1865–1915)­ classical­management­ theory.­ The­ QMS­ also­ derives­ from­ Foucault’s­ [13, 14] 





struggle­and­a­product­of­ruling­ideology,­perfectly­fits­the­lens­of­Ideological State Apparatus 





alistic­reality­ itself”­ [16].­ It­ is­ important­ to­state­ that­ ideology­is­a­vague­and­controversial­
notion.­As­a­subjective­dimension­of­social­life,­the­concept­of­‘ideology’­has­a­very­rich­his-
tory­ and­ carries­diverse­ connotations.­As­Schmid­ [17] aptly puts it, “ideology is a human 
condition,­a­medium­in­which­and­by­means­of­which­we­live­our­lives”­(p.­57).­Schmid­[17] 





Eagleton­[19] states that “all ideology is teleological, totalitarian, metaphysically grounded 
(p.­xii);­passionate­and­rhetorical­(p.­4)­and­has­to­do­with­legitimating­the­power­of­a­domi-
nant­ social­ group­or­ class­ (p.­ 5).­He­ argues­ that­ “a­dominant­power­may­ legitimate­ itself­
by­promoting­beliefs­and­values­congenial­to­it;­naturalizing­and­universalizing­such­beliefs­
so­as­to­render­them­self-evident­and­apparently­inevitable;­denigrating­ideas­which­might­
challenge­ it;­ excluding­ rival­ forms­ of­ thought,­ perhaps­ by­ some­unspoken­ but­ systematic­
logic;­and­obscuring­social­reality­in­ways­convenient­to­itself”­(p.­5).­With­this­in­mind,­the­
authors depart on Shils’s [20]­assumption­that­“ideologies­are­characterized­by­a­high­degree­
of­explicitness­of­formulation­over­a­very­wide­range­of­the­objects­with­which­they­deal;­for­
their­adherents,­there­is­an­authoritative­and­explicit­promulgation”.
Looking­closely­at­Althusser’s­[21]­work­Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses, conceptu-
ally­the­QMS,­both­as­a­social­representation­and­the­basis of social practices, is a carrier of 
ideology.­Althusser­furthermore­argues­that­“ideology­has­a­material­existence­because­an­
ideology­always­exists­in­an­apparatus,­and­its­practice,­or­practices;­and­always­manifests­












that­he­ shall­ submit­ freely­ to­ the­commandments­of­ the­Subject,­ i.e.­ in­order­ that­he­ shall­
(freely)­accept­his­subjection,­i.e.­in­order­that­he­shall­make­the­gestures­and­actions­of­his­
subjection­'all­by­himself”.















5. QMS as a key pillar of the higher education industry
























how­to­ improve­ the­quality­of­ the­services­provided­by­higher­education­ institutions­–­ its­
central­theme­is­the­importance­of­meeting­customer­needs.







as­meeting­or­exceeding­customer­expectations,­it­is­critical­to­ask­the­question,­to what extent 








models­were­ established­mainly­ for­manufacturing­and­ industrial­ sectors,­within­higher­
education­sectors­they­can­contribute­to­the­process­of­standardization­of­academic­degrees.­
In­spite­of­the­fact­that­“TQM­models­developed­for­higher­education­are­consistent­with­






















“quality­management­ systems­ in­ higher­ education­ have­ been­ developed­ for­ a­ number­ of­
years­to­improve­professional­standards”.­They­conclude,­“several­attempts­have­been­made­





6. (Re) thinking QMS through the Heideggerian lens of temporality
Despite­the­fact­that­Heidegger­was­overwhelmingly­captivated­by­the­concept­of­being, his 
commentaries­are­fundamental­to­re-imagining­QMS­(as­a­temporal­phenomenon)­in­higher­
education.­In­his­seminal­work,­The Science of Being and Art of Living,­Maharishi­Mahesh­Yogi­
[27]­provides­an­account­of­the­concept­Being.­He­writes,­“as­the­omnipresent,­essential­con-
stituent of creation, Being­lies­at­the­basis­of­everything,­beyond­all­relative­existence,­beyond­
all­forms­and­phenomena”.­He­further­argues­that­“Being­is­the­most­glorified,­most­precious,­
and­most­laudable­basis­of­all­living.­Being­is­the­basis­of­cosmic­law,­the­basis­of­all­the­laws­
of­nature,­which­lies­at­the­root­of­all­creation­and­evolution”.­His thesis is that “the conscious 
basis­of­Being­is­like­a­ship­without­a­rudder,­ever­at­the­mercy­of­the­tossing­sea”.
Against­this­backdrop,­the­being-ness­of­QMS­is­a­philosophical­problem­deeply­embedded­
























On­the­contrary,­ it­ is­a­fluid­and­changing­the­concept­that­ is­ in­a­perpetual­state­of­Being 
and Becoming.­From­a­philosophical­perspective,­the­QMS­carries­categorical­ontological­and­




the ontology of the being-ness­of­QMS­is­rooted­in­the­phenomenon­of­time.





“invites us to understand purposiveness as inherently temporal and temporality as shaped by purpo-
siveness; to view the futural dimension as having a special significance, one that can be cashed out in 
terms of a radical indeterminacy that transcends mere predictive or anticipatory models of futurity; 
and, finally, to take temporality as being structured by and structuring the self-concern that defines 
Dasein”.








In­ summary,­ Heidegger’s­ model­ of­ temporality­ presents­ an­ alternative­ view­ of­ how­ the­




tantly, the model of temporality has the prospects of guiding and informing the interpretation 
of­ODL­practitioners’­experience­of­the­world,­changing­from­pragmatic­temporality­to­what­
Heidegger calls existential temporality.
7. Conclusion
This chapter has argued that QMS is a set of intricate and interacting elements that are fun-











in­ a­ temporal­mode­of­being.­This­work­ showed­ that­ODL­practitioners­ are­ ‘thrown’­ into­
the­world­and­that­their­Being-in-the-world­aligns­with­Heidegger’s­lens­of­‘thrownness’.­In­
this regard, Heidegger’s notion of Being and Becoming projects hidden ontical and ontological 
dimensions­of­QMS.
Drawing­on­Althusser’s­Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses the authors suggested that 
QMS­can­be­regarded­as­a­carrier­of­ideology­in­that­it­functions­to­constitute­the­individu-
als­as­subjects,­and­of­interpellating­ODL­practitioners.­It­was­noted­that­the­rise­of­QMS­in­
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